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Chapter 
Predicate transformer semantics
for concurrency
Topological dualities can be used to dene an indirect predicate transformer
semantics for programming languages given a forward semantics the duality
can be used to generate an equivalent backward semantics A better approach
could be the following Based on computational considerations construct a
semantic domain of predicate transformers and then dene semantic opera
tors between predicate transformers corresponding to the syntactic operators
Dualities with state transformers then can be used to prove the correctness of
the domain as well as of the semantic operators
The main contribution of the present chapter is a direct construction of a com
positional predicate transformer semantics for a simple concurrent language
with recursion The correctness of the semantics is shown on the one hand
with respect to a metric state transformer semantics using a topological dual
ity and on the other hand with respect to the weakest liberal precondition
semantics that we dened in Chapter 
Several authors proposed a predicate transformer semantics for concurrent
languages including Van Lamsweerde and Sintzo 	
 Haase 	 Flon and
Suzuki 	
 Elrad and Francez 	 Zwiers 	 Best 	 Lamport 	

Scholeeld and Zedan 	

 Van Breugel 	 and Lukkien 	

 Taken
all together none of these references combines compositionality and recursion
for an explicit parallel operator
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 A simple concurrent language
In this section we dene a simple concurrent language with recursion We
consider a small variation of the sequential nite nondeterministic language
L

introduced in Chapter  extended with a parallel operator
As for L

 to dene the language L

 we need as basic blocks the abstract sets
v  IVar of individual variables  e Exp of expressions b BExp of
Boolean expressions and x PVar of procedure variables respectively For
a xed set of values Val the set of program states s t  St is given by
St  IVar Val Also we postulate valuations
EV  Exp St Val and BV  BExp PSt
The language L

below has assignments conditionals b sequential compo
sition  choice  parallel composition k and recursion through procedure
variables The only new operator with respect to the language L

of Chap
ter  is the parallel operator k Intuitively the parallel composition of two
statements executes in an interleaved way actions of both statements while
preserving the relative order of the actions in the statements
Denition  i The set S  Stat

of statements is given by
S  v  e j b j x j S  S j S  S j S k S 
ii The set G GStat

of guarded statements is given by
G  v  e j b j G  S j G  G j G k G 
iii The set d Decl

of declarations is given by PVar GStat


iv The language L

is given by Decl

 Stat


Assignments and conditionals are the only atomic statements Their execution
may not be interrupted by the other processes Though resembling in their
name the guarded statements in the above denition and elsewhere in this
chapter are completely dierentboth syntactically and as to their intended
meaningfrom Dijkstras guarded commands 	 The declarations d  Decl

associate a procedure body to each procedure variable x  For technical reasons
obtaining contractive higherorder transformations with semantic mappings
as their unique xed point we restrict procedure bodies to guarded state
ments Essentially in a guarded statement G of GStat

 every occurrence of
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a procedure variable is preceded either by an assignment or by a conditional
statement
 Metric predicate transformers
In this section we introduce a domain 

for a compositional backward seman
tics of the language L

with parallel composition This domain is obtained as
the solution of a domain equation involving a functor which delivers metric
predicate transformers They are topological predicate transformers endowed
with a distance which can be characterized in terms of saturated sets This
turns out to be convenient in formulating some properties of the domain 


Because metric spaces taken with the ordinary metric topology are T

 every
subset is saturated Thus in the light of our discussion in Chapter  every
predicate is speciable by a list of armative ones
Denition  Let X be a set and Y be a metric space A metric predicate
transformer over Y and X is a function   PY   PX  such that it
is multiplicative ie preserves arbitrary intersections and for all directed
collections D of subsets which are open in the metric topology of Y 


D

fo j o  Dg
We denote the set of all metric predicate transformers over Y and X by
MPTY X 
Since a metric predicate transformer preserves arbitrary intersections it is
determined by its values on the metric open subsets for a metric predicate
transformer  and P  Y 
P  

fo  OY  j P  og 

fo j P  og
It follows that MPTY X  coincides with the set of all Mmultiplicative and
Scott continuous functions from OY  to PX 
The set of all metric predicate transformers MPTY X  can be turned into
a metric space as follows For 

 

 MPTY X  dene their backward
distance by
d
B


 

  sup
xX
d
PPY 
fP j x  

Pg fP j x  

Pg
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Next we want to prove that if Y is a complete metric space so is MPTY X 
for every set X  Before proving this formally stated below as Theorem 
we give an alternative denition of this metric This alternative denition
is based on Proposition  and on the following lemma which resembles
Lemma  and Lemma 
Lemma  Let  PY  PX  where Y is a metric space Then  is
a metric predicate transformer in MPTY X  if and only if for every x  X
there exists a unique compact subset qx   of Y such that
x  P if and only if qx    P 

for all P  Y 
Proof Suppose  is in MPTY X  and dene for every x  X  the set
qx   

fP  Y j x  Pg
Since  is multiplicative qx   satises the stability condition 
 whereas
Scott continuity with respect to metric opens implies that qx   is a metric
compact subset of Y  Uniqueness of qx   can be proved as follows For
x  X  assume A  Y such that A  P if and only if x  P for all
P  PY  If a  A n qx   then we have the following contradiction
qx    Y n fag  a  Y n fag  A  Y n fag
Therefore qx    A We conclude on symmetric considerations qx   
A
Conversely suppose  PY  PX  satises the proposed criterion To see
that it is multiplicative we have for an arbitrary set I and P
i
 Y for all
i  I 
x  

I
P
i
  qx   

I
P
i
 i  I  qx    P
i
 x 

I
P
i

From compactness of qx   it follows that  preserves directed unions of
metric opens Therefore   MPTY X  
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As consequence of the above lemma we have that x  qx   and hence
qx    fP j x  Pg Thus by Theorem  for every x  X and


 

 MPTY X 
d
PPY 
fP j x  

Pg fP j x  

Pg  d
PY 
qx  

 qx  


Therefore we can conclude for every 

 

 MPTY X 
d
B


 

  sup
xX
d
PY 
qx  

 qx  


We use this alternative denition of the metric on MPTY X  to prove the
completeness of the space
Theorem  If Y is a complete metric space then so is MPTY X  for
every set X 
Proof In verifying that d
B
is a metric we only check that d
B


 

  	
implies 

 

 The other conditions follow from the respective properties of
the Hausdor distance on the compact subsets of Y  Suppose d
B


 

  	
Then qx  

  qx  

 for all x  X  By Lemma  for all P  Y 
x  

P  qx  

  P  qx  

  P  x  

P
So 

P  

P for all P and hence 

 


Next we check completeness of MPTY X  Suppose 
i

i
is a Cauchy se
quence in MPTY X  Then for each x  X the sequence qx  
i

i
is
Cauchy with respect to the Hausdor distance in P
co
Y  Since the latter
is a complete metric space lim
i
qx  
i
 exists for every x  X and it is a
compact subset of Y  Dene the function   PY  PX  by
P  fx  X j lim
i
qx  
i
  Pg
for every P  Y  By denition the compact subset lim
i
qx  
i
 of Y satises
condition 
 Hence by Lemma    MPTY X  Notice that this
implies that qx    qx  lim
i

i
  lim
i
qx  
i
 for all x  X  From
d
B
 
i
  sup
xX
d
PY 
qx   qx  
i

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it follows that   lim
i

i
in MPTY X  
For a xed set X  the assignment Y  MPTY X  between complete metric
spaces can be extended to a functor on the category CMS of complete metric
spaces with nonexpansive maps For a nonexpansive function f  Y

 Y

dene MPTf X     f

 that is
MPTf X P  f

P
for all   MPTY

X  and P  Y

 For proving that the functorMPT	X 
CMS CMS is welldened we need the following proposition
Proposition  Let f  Y

 Y

be a nonexpansive map between com
plete metric spaces and let   MPTY

X  for a xed set X  Then   f

is a metric predicate transformer in MPTY

X  such that for any x  X 
qx    f

 f qx  
Proof Multiplicativity of   f

PY  PX  follows from settheoretic
laws for f

 while Scott continuity with respect to the metric opens follows
from the metric continuity of f the inverse image of an open set is open
Furthermore for x  X and P  Y


f qx    P  qx    f

P
 x  f

P 	Lemma  for 
where the rst equivalence is obtained from a standard settheoretic argument
Using Lemma  for   f

we obtain qx    f

  f qx   
Lemma  The functor MPT	X CMS CMS for some xed set X
is welldened and locally nonexpansive
Proof To prove welldenedness of the functor MPT	X  we rst check
whether MPTf X  is nonexpansive for nonexpansive f  Y

 Y

 Let


 

 MPTM X  Then
d
B
MPTf X 

MPTf X 


 sup
xX
d
PY 
qx  

 f

 qx  

 f


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 sup
xX
d
PY 
f qx  

 f qx  

 	Proposition 

 sup
xX
d
PY 
qx  

 qx  

 	f nonexpansive
 d
B


 


For proving welldenedness of MPT	X  it remains to establish its func
toriality Preservation of identities is immediate whereas MPTg  f X  
MPTg X MPTf X  for f Y

 Y

and g Y

 Y

in CMS is directly
veried for all arguments   MPTY

X  using the equality g  f 


f

 g


Finally we check that the functor MPT	X   CMS  CMS is locally
nonexpansive Take f  g  CMSY

Y

 We have to check
dMPTf X MPTg X  
 df  g
with the distance on the lefthand side taken in MPTY

X  MPTY

X 
and on the righthand side taken in Y

 Y

 So pick   MPTY

X  Then
d
B
MPTf X MPTg X 
 supfd
PY


qx MPTf X  qx MPTg X  j x  X g
 supfd
PY


f qx   gqx   j x  X g

 df  g
since for any x  X  df qx   gqx   
 df  g Thus
d
B
MPTf X MPTg X 
 df  g
Now  follows direclty by the denition of the distance on MPTY

X 
MPTY

X  
We are now ready to dene a recursive domain of metric predicate transformers


using the functor MPT	X  In the next section we will use this domain
to give a compositional semantics to the language L


Denition 	 Let St be the set of program states The complete metric
space   

of metric predicate transformers with resumptions is dened
as the unique up to isometry xed point of the contractive functor in CMS
MPTSt 
 St


 	 St
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Therefore 

is the unique up to isometry complete metric space satisfying




MPTSt 
 St


 

 St
Below we will omit the isomorphism pair relating the right and the left hand
side of the above domain equation
The intuition behind an element   

is as follows Given a set P  St 

St  

it yields the set of all states s  St such that when execution of the
program represented by  starts in one of these states it either terminates after
an atomic step in a state t  St satisfying P  or it makes a rst atomic step
to a state s and immediately gives the control to another program represented
by the predicate transformer  with hs i  P  We have not yet made a formal
semantic mapping from syntax to the domain 

 but it might help the reader
to consider the following example Consider the statement v    v   The
corresponding metric predicate transformer  is
P fs j hsv  i  Pg
with  the semantics of v   such that Q  fs j sv   Qg The
semantics is backwards to give a semantic meaning to v    v   we
rst need to give a semantic meaning to v   and then combine it with the
semantical meaning of v  
 Metric predicate transformer semantics
The language L

can be considered to be an extension of the language L

pre
sented in Chapter  Hence we will base our present semantics on the weakest
precondition semantics Wp

 of Chapter  However the presence of the par
allel operator k in L

 invokes when insisting on a compositional treatment
a more involved domain than PT
T
St St used for the semantics of the lan
guage L

 We will employ the branching domain 

given in Denition 
above As maybe expected atomic statements are treated in the same way as
for the language L

 Hence we introduce the predicate transformers for the
semantics of the atomic statements assignments and conditionals
Denition  For every function f  St  Val individual variable v 
IVar and subset V of St dene the predicate transformers f v  and V
in 

by
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f v P fs  St j sf sv   Pg
VP fs  St j s  V  s  Pg
for all P  St 
 St 


Both the functions above are welldened predicate transformers in 

 Notice
that if P  St   then f v P   and also VP   In general for
  

 St  

   if and only if  corresponds to an atomic program
not necessarily in L

 as it can be a specication construct like for example
an innite multiple assignment Every assignment v  e in Stat

induces
the predicate transformer EVev  in 

 and every conditional b in Stat

induces the predicate transformer BVb  


In the domain 

interleaving points are explicitly represented This compli
cates the denitions of the operators on predicate transformers in 

which
reect the constructions available in L

 Since innite behaviour is allowed
by L

 some operators below have a recursive denition and therefore well
denedness must be proved
Denition  The operators   and k on 

are given for 

 




and P  St 
 St 

 by


 

P  

fs j hs 

i  Pg  fhs i j hs   

i  Pg


 

P  

P  

P


k 

P  

fs j hs 

i  Pg  fhs i j hs  k 

i  Pg


fs j hs 

i  Pg  fhs i j hs 

k i  Pg
The intuition behind the above operators will be given after Lemma 
 by
means of some examples about the weakest precondition semantics for L

 Let
us for the moment concentrate on the welldenedness of the above operators
For the  operator it is immediate
Lemma  The mapping  is welldened and nonexpansive
Proof Choose 

 

 

arbitrarily Multiplicativity of 

 

is straight
forward Suppose V is a directed set of metric opens of St
 St




 Then
we have


 


S
V

S
f

P j P  Vg 
S
f

P j P  Vg 	continuity of 

and 

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
S
f

P  

P j P  Vg 	V is directed and 

 

are monotone

S
f

 

P j P  Vg
Hence 

 

is Scott continuous on metric opens and 

 

 

 Non
expansiveness of  is readily checked 
Welldenedness of the operator  and k is less trivial and is supported by
higher order transformations 

and 
k
 respectively
Denition  Let  Opr be the set of all nonexpansive functions in


 

 

 The higherorder transformation 

Opr Opr is given by


h

 

iP  

fs j hs 

i  Pg  fhs i j hs h 

ii  Pg
where 

 

 

and P  St 
 St 


We will prove that the operator  as dened in Denition  is the unique
xed point of 

 We need three technical lemmas
Lemma  Let   

 Put
P

 fs  St j hs i  Pg
for P  St 
 St 

 Then it holds that
i If P is open then also P

is open
ii If P is closed then also P

is closed
iii For X  PSt 
 St 


T
fP

j P  Xg  
T
X 


Proof We only check part i part ii is similar and part iii is straightfor
ward If s  P

 then hs i  P  Hence for some suitable 	 B

hs i  P
and therefore B

s  P

 since B

s  St by the assumption  	  
An immediate consequence of Lemma iii is that if P

 P

then P


 P


for all subsets P

and P

of St
 St 


Lemma 	 Let   

 

 

be nonexpansive and   

 Put
P

 fht  i  St 

j ht  h ii  Pg
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for P  St 
 St 

 Then it holds that
i If P is open then also P

is open
ii If P is closed then also P

is closed
iii For X  PSt 
 St 


T
fP

j P  Xg  
T
X 


Proof In verifying part i and ii we observe that P

is the inverse image
under the continuous function hid
St
 h ii  St  

  St  


of P  St  

 Hence P

is open if P is open and closed if P is closed
Part iii is readily checked 
As before from Lemma iii it follows that if P

 P

then P


 P


for
all subsets P

and P

of St
 St 


Lemma  i For any nonexpansive  



 

 and 

 

 

it holds that 

h

 

i  


ii For any nonexpansive   

 

 

the function 

 is also
nonexpansive Moreover for any 

 

 

 

 


d








 





 


maxfd




 




d




 

g
iii The transformation 

is a


contraction
Proof i Let  be a nonexpansive map in 

 

 

 

 

 


and put   

h

 

i Let P

P

be as in Lemmas  and  with
respect to  

and any P  St
St

 We rst verify 

h

 

i  


To prove that  is multiplicative take X  PSt
St

 By Lemmas 
and 

fP

j P  Xg  

X 

and

fP

j P  Xg  

X 


Hence by disjointness of the P

and P



fP

 P

j P  Xg

X 

 

X 


Multiplicativity of 

now delivers

f

P

 P

 j P  Xg 



X 

 

X 


Since 

P

 P

  P by denition we have that 



 

 is multi
plicative


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Next we prove that  preserves directed unions of metric opens Suppose V is
a directed set of metric open subsets of St 
 St




 We then have


V



fP

j P  Vg 

fP

j P  Vg




fP

 P

j P  Vg


f

P

 P

 j P  Vg 	Lemmas  	 and 

 




fP j P  Vg
Hence  preserves directed joins of opens and thus   


ii Choose  

 

 

 

arbitrarily in 

and put   



 

 and
  



 

 We rst establish
qs  fht  

i j t  qs 

g 
fht  h

 

ii j ht  

i  qs 

g
for every s  S  using Lemma  Let P  St 
 St 

 Then
fht  

i j t  qs 

g  fht  h

 

i j ht  

i  qs 

g  P
 qs 

  ft j ht  

i  Pg  fht  

i j ht  h

 

ii  Pg
 qs 

  P

 P

	De
nitions of P

and P


 s  

P

 P

 	Lemmas   and 	
 s  P 	De
nition of 
A similar result holds for qs  Now for every s  St we have omitting the
subscripts on the distance function d
dqs  qs 

 maxf dfht  

i j t  qs 

g fht  

i j t  qs 

g
dfht  h

 

ii j ht  

i  qs 

g
fht  h

 

ii j ht  

i  qs 

g g

 maxf dqs 

 qs 




d




 

 g

 maxf d




 




d




 

 g
Taking the supremum over St the result follows
iii Let 

 

 

 

 

be nonexpansive Then for arbitrary


 

 

and s  St we have
dqs





 

 qs





 


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 dfht  

h 

ii j ht  i  qs 

g
fht  

h 

ii j ht  i  qs 

g 	Equation 




d

 


Hence d







 



d

 

 and 

is


contractive 
Now we are in a position to prove welldenedness of the operator  it is the
unique xed point of 


Theorem 
 The operator  as dened in Denition 	
 is the unique
xed point of 


Proof Since 

is a


contraction it has a unique xed point by Banachs
xed point theorem It is easy to verify that  is the xed point of 

 
Next we proceed with the justication of the recursive denition of the oper
ator k in 

given in Denition  We use again a higherorder transfor
mation
Denition  Let  Opr be the set of all nonexpansive maps in 




 

 The higherorder transformation 
k
 Opr Opr is given by

k
h

 

i  

h

 

i  

h

 

i
Next we see that the higherorder transformation 
k
is a contraction and has
assured by Banachs theorem a unique xed point beingby denitionk
Theorem  For every   Opr 
k
 is nonexpansive whereas the
function 
k
is an


contraction Further the operator k as dened in De
nition 	
 is the unique xed point of 
k

Proof The proof of the rst part of the theorem is straightforward from the
denition of 
k
 and Lemmas  and  Since 
k
is an


contraction it
has a unique xed point by Banachs xed point theorem It is easy to verify
that k is indeed the xed point of 
k
 
We are now ready to present the semantics Wp

for L


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Denition  The weakest precondition semantics Wp

is the unique
function in L

 

satisfying
Wp

hd  v  ei  EVev 
Wp

hd  bi  BVb
Wp

hd  x i  Wp

hd  dx i
Wp

hd  S

 S

i  Wp

hd  S

i Wp

hd  S

i
Wp

hd  S

 S

i  Wp

hd  S

i Wp

hd  S

i
Wp

hd  S

k S

i  Wp

hd  S

i kWp

hd  S

i
Justication of the proposed denition can be obtained by an application of
the higher order transformation technique in a metric setting as proposed
originally in 	
 We need rst a map wgt

which assigns a natural number
to every program in L

to be used in proofs based on induction It is dened
inductively as follows
wgt

hd  v  ei  
wgt

hd  bi  
wgt

hd  x i  wgt

hd  dx i 
 
wgt

hd  S

 S

i  wgt

hd  S

i 
 
wgt

hd  S

 S

i  maxfwgt

hd  S

iwgt

hd  S

ig
 
wgt

hd  S

k S

i  maxfwgt

hd  S

iwgt

hd  S

ig
 
The weight function wgt

is welldened for each pair hd  S i  L

as can be
easily seen by induction on the syntactic complexity rst on the complexity of
guarded statements and then on the complexity of general statements more
information on the weight functions can be found in 	 and 	 We are
now ready for the justication of the semantic function Wp

 It is based on
a mapping 

 Sem

 Sem

where F Sem

 L

 

 Pivotal is the
clause


F hd  S

 S

i

F hd  S

i  F hd  S

i
for the sequential composition Note that F and not 

F  is applied to the
second component S

 The unique xed point of this continuous endomorphism
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will satisfy the conditions of Denition 


Lemma  Let F  Sem

 L

 

 Dene 

 Sem

 Sem

inductively by


F hd  v  ei  EVev 


F hd  bi  BVb


F hd  x i  

F hd  dx i


F hd  S

 S

i  

F hd  S

i  F hd  S

i


F hd  S

 S

i  

F hd  S

i  

F hd  S

i


F hd  S

k S

i  

F hd  S

i k 

F hd  S

i
Then 

is


contractive and Wp

 dened in Denition 	 is the unique
xed point of 


Proof We show by induction on wgt

hd  S i that
d
Sem



F

hd  S i

F

hd  S i



 d
Sem

F

F


for any F

F

 Sem

 We expand two typical subcases omitting the sub
scripts on the distance functions
	x  d

F

hd  x i

F

hd  x i
 d

F

hd  dx i

F

hd  dx i




dF

F

 	induction hypothesis
	S

 S

 d

F

hd  S

 S

i

F

hd  S

 S

i
 d

F

hd  S

i  F

hd  S

i

F

hd  S

i  F

hd  S

i

 maxfd

F

hd  S

i

F

hd  S

i


dF

hd  S

iF

hd  S

ig 	Lemma ii




dF

F

 	induction hypothesis de
nition dF

F

 
The language L

does not have the assert command fbg as primitive it is
undened if b fails whereas it acts as skip otherwise A subsequent extension
of the models is necessary However an additional clause involving the operator
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Wp

fbgP fs j s  BVb  s  Pg
is sucient The underlying domain then needs to be adapted as well Preser
vation of nonempty intersections will replace the multiplicativity condition
Locality can also be dealt with using techniques developed in the metric
setting see 	 and also 	 By adding a simple atomization operator on
sequential and nondeterministic statements synchronization via semaphores
can be easily obtained in the setting of 

 It is an open problem however if
it is possible to deal with angelic nondeterminacy
Let us now consider some examples one of which involving the parallel oper
ator to illustrate the semanticsWp

and the denition of the operators given
in Denition  The sequential statement v

   v

  will act as the
rst example Maybe surprisingly we will obtain for the predicate
P  fs  St j sv

    sv

  g
that Wp

hd  v

   v

 iP   for some xed but arbitrary declara
tion d Let us write 

 

forWp

hd  v

iWp

hd  v

i respectively
We then have
Wp

hd  v

   v

 iP
 

 

P
 

fs j hs 

i  Pg  fhs i j hs   

i  Pg
 fs j hsv

 

i  Pg
 
The point is that P only allows immediate terminating computations whereas
the sequential composition has also one intermediate state as reected in the
pair hsv

 

i In general if we want to use our predicate transformer se
mantics to show that a program can achieve certain goals being indierent as
to how it will be reached we can incorporate such pairs as hsv

 

i in the
predicate P  So the predicate P  St has to be enhanced with pairs rep
resenting the same inputoutput information to accommodate for composite
elements in St
 St 


Denition  For P  St dene the enhanced predicate for total cor
rectness P
tc
on St 
 St 

by
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P
tc


n
P
tc
n
where





P
tc

 
P
tc
n	
 P  fhs i j s  P
tc
n
g
By induction on n  	 it is straightforward to see that P
tc
n
 P
tc
n	
 Further
more for every n  	 P
tc
n
is open in the metric topology of the metric space
St 
 St


 

 This is a consequence of the following lemma
Lemma  Let P  St For every n  	 if x  P
tc
n
then B

n
x  
P
tc
n

Proof We prove the above statement by induction on n  	 Since P
tc

 
the basis case is obviously true
Assume z  P
tc
n
implies B

n
z   P
tc
n
 Let x  P
tc
n	
 By denition of P
tc
n	
we have two cases either x  P or x  hs i with s  P
tc
n
 In the rst case
B

n
x   fxg  P  P
tc
n	

In the other case qs   P
tc
n
by Lemma  Let ht  i  B

n
hs i
Then t  s and d
B
  	 
n
 Hence dqs  qs  	 
n
 By Proposi
tion  it follows that for every y  qs  there exists z  qs  such that
dy  z  	 
n
 that is y  B

n
z  Since z  qs   P
tc
n
 by the induction
hypothesis it follows B

n
z   P
tc
n
 Therefore qs   P
tc
n
 By Lemma 
s  P
tc
n
 and hence hs i  P
tc
n	
 
Using the property that metric predicate transformers preserve directed unions
of metric open sets we have that
P
tc
  

n
P
tc
n
 

n
P
tc
n

for P  St and   

 This fact will be used later in Theorem  in order
to show the correctness of the Wp

 semantics with respect to the weakest
precondition semantics Wp

 given in Chapter  Moreover using the above
equation it is immediate to see that for P  St the enhanced predicate P
tc
is
the least subset of St 
 St 

satisfying
P
tc
P  fhs i j s  P
tc
g
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Therefore P
tc
consists of elements of P and those pairs hs i for which s is
appropriate in that it will lead to P
tc
following  We will return to this point
in Section 
Returning to the example for v

 v

 we can now calculate the semantics
for P
tc
 where P  fs  St j sv

    sv

  g Recall that we write 




for Wp

hd  v

 i Wp

hd  v

 i respectively We have
Wp

hd  v

   v

 iP
tc

 

 

P
tc

 

fs j hs 

i  P
tc
g  fhs i j hs   

i  P
tc
g
 fs j hsv

 

i  P
tc
g
 fs j sv

  

P
tc
g
 fs j sv

v

  P
tc
g
 fs j sv

v

v

    sv

v

v

  g
 St
which is the result to be expected
As a second example we compute the weakest precondition of the statement
v

  k v

  k v

  for the enhanced predicate for total correctness of
the predicate
P  fs  St j sv

 
 sv

  sv

g
Let 

Wp

hd  v

 i 

Wp

hd  v

 i and 

Wp

hd  v

 i
We have
Wp

v

  k v

  k v

 P
tc

 

k 

 k 

P
tc

 

k 

fs j hs 

i  P
tc
g  fhs i j hs  k 

i  P
tc
g


fs j hs 

k 

i  P
tc
g  fhs i j hs 

k 

 k i  P
tc
g
 

fs j hs 

i  fs j hs 

i  P
tc
g  fhs i j hs  k 

i  P
tc
gg
fhs i j hs  k 

i  fs j hs 

i  P
tc
g
fhs i j hs  k 

i  P
tc
gg


fs j hs 

i  fs j hs 

i  P
tc
g  fhs i j hs  k 

i  P
tc
gg
fhs i j hs  k 

i  fs j hs 

i  P
tc
g
fhs i j hs  k 

i  P
tc
gg
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

fs j hs 

k 

i  P
tc
g  fhs i j hs 

k 

 k i  P
tc
g
 

fs j hs 

k 

i  P
tc
g  fhs i j hs  k 

 k 

i  P
tc
g


fs j hs 

k 

i  P
tc
g  fhs i j hs 

k  k 

i  P
tc
g


fs j hs 

k 

i  P
tc
g  fhs i j hs 

k 

 k i  P
tc
g
 fs j sv

  

k 

P
tc
g  fs j sv

  

k 

P
tc
g
fs j sv

  

k 

P
tc
g
   
 fs j sv

v

v

  P
tc
g
 St
The example also indicates a more general relationship for parallel composi
tions of predicate transformers Let us use 
k
to denote the left associated
parallel composition of 

     
k
 
r
k
with  
 r 
 k for 
k
but leaving
out the operand 
r
 and 
r
k
for 
k
but now replacing the operand 
r
by
the predicate transformer  We then have

k
P
k

r


r
fs j hs 
r
k
i  Pg  fhs i j hs 
r
k
i  Pg
The above equation can be veried by a straightforward inductive argument
using the various denitions
In both the above examples we have used the semantic function Wp

	 to
study correctness properties A more involved and probably more interesting
example of application of the metric predicate transformer semanticsWp

	
will be given in Section  where we will make more precise the connection
with the weakest liberal precondition semantics introduced in Chapter 
 Relationships with state transformers
Next we turn to a state transformer domain 

suitable for a compositional
forward semantics of the language L

 The metric resumption domain 

is
used to measure the goodness of the weakest precondition semantics Wp


We dene 
 

as a variation of the domain introduced by De Bakker
and Zucker in 	 it is the unique up to isometry solution of the domain
equation
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X  St  P
co
St 
 St


 X 
The intuition behind the above domain is as follows statements are functions
which deliver for each input state a set consisting of output states andor pairs
composed from the output after one atomic computation step together with
a function representing the rest of the computation The domain 

comes
equipped with the following operations see 	 for a justication of their
welldenedness
Denition  For every function f  St  Val individual variable v 
IVar and subset V of St dene the state transformers f v  and V in 

by
f v s fsf sv g
Vs





fsg if s  V
 otherwise
for every s  St The binary operators   and k on 

are given by



 


s  fht  


i j t  


sg  fht    


i j ht  i  


sg



 


s  


s  


s



k 


s  fht  


i j t  


sg  fht   k 


i j ht  i  


sg 
fht  


i j t  


sg  fht  


k i j ht  i  


sg
for 


 


 

and s  St
The above operations are all we need to give a compositional forward semantics
for L

along the lines of Denition 

 On the basis of the general isomor
phisms between state and predicate transformers studied in Theorem 
 we
can formulate the relationship between 

and 

 The two domains are iso
morphic However the isomorphism is not an orderisomorphism but an isom
etry between the complete metric space 

and the complete metric space 


Since the isomorphism will preserve the operations dened above it follows
that the backward and the forward semantics of L

are isomorphic
We need some preparatory steps to prove an isomorphism between the two
semantic domains
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Denition  Dene the domain transformation pt  

 

by
pt
P  fs  St j t  
s  t  P 
ht  i  
s  ht  pti  Pg
for all 
  

 and P  St 
 St 


In order to justify the welldenedness of pt we introduce a higherorder trans
formation in a such way that it is contractive and pt is its unique xed point
Dene the higherorder transformation 
pt
 


 

 


 

 by

pt
tr
P  fs  St j t  
s  t  P 
ht  i  
s  ht  tri  Pg
for all nonexpansive tr  

 

 
  

 and P  St
 St 


Lemma  Let tr  

 

be nonexpansive and 
  

 Then
i 
pt
tr
  


ii 
pt
tr is nonexpansive
iii the transformation 
pt
is


contractive
Therefore 
pt
has a unique xed point which is the function pt of Deni
tion 

Proof i Choose arbitrary tr


 

and 
  

 and put   
pt
tr

Multiplicativity of  is straightforwardly checked Preservation of directed
joins of opens by  is veried as follows Take V to be a directed set of metric
opens of St 
 St




 Note that the set
ft  St j t  
sg fht  tri  St 

j ht  i  
sg
is compact its rst constituent equals 
s  St which is the intersection of
a compact and a closed set Its second constituent is the continuous image 
under hid
St
 tri  of the compact set 
s  St 

 Therefore
s  
S
V
 ft  St j t  
sg
fht  tri j ht  i  
sg 
S
V 	de
nition 
pt



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 P  V ft j t  
sg
fht  tri j ht  i  
sg  P 	compactness
 s 
S
fP j P  Vg
ii For arbitrary tr  


 

 
  

 and P  St 
 St 

we have
s  
pt
tr
P
 t  
s  t  P 
ht  i  
s  ht  tri  P 	de
nition 
pt

 ft  St j t  
sg  fht  tri j ht  i  
sg  P 
Therefore by Lemma 
qs
pt
tr
  ft  St j t  
sg  fht  tri j ht  i  
sg
Now let tr  


 

and choose in order to show the nonexpansiveness
of 
pt
tr 


 


 

 We then have omitting the subscripts of the distance
functions
d
pt
tr



pt
tr



 supf dqs
pt
tr


 qs
pt
tr


 j s  St g
 maxf supf dft  St j t  


sg ft  St j t  


sg j s  St g
supf dfht  tri j ht  i  


sg
fht  tri j ht  i  


sg j s  St g g 	Equation 

 supf d


s 


s j s  St g 	tr nonexpansive
 d


 



iii Pick any tr

 tr

 


 

 Then we have
d
pt
tr


pt
tr


 supf d
pt
tr



pt
tr


 j 
  

g 	distance on 

 


 supf dqs
pt
tr


 qs
pt
tr


 j 
  

 s  St g

 supf dfht  tr

i j ht  i  
sg
fht  tr

i j ht  i  
sg j 
  

 s  St g 	Eq 

 supf


dtr

 tr

 j 
  

 ht  i  
s g




dtr

 tr

  
From the proof of the Lemma  we have taking pt for tr
qs
pt
pt
 ft  St j t  
sg  fht  pti j ht  i  
sg
Since pt is the unique xed point of 
pt
 the following corollary is immediate
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Corollary  For every 
  

and s  St it holds that
qs pt
  ft  St j t  
sg  fht  pti j ht  i  
sg 
Next we dene a function which maps a predicate transformer to a state
transformer
Denition  Dene the domain transformation st  

 

by
sts ft  St j t  qs g  fht  sti j ht  i  qs g
for all   

 and s  St
Again to show the welldenedness of the function st we introduce the higher
order transformation 
st
 


 

  


 

 It is given by

st
trs ft  St j t  qs g  fht  tri j ht  i  qs g
for all nonexpansive tr  

 

   

 and s  St
Lemma 	 Let tr  

 

be nonexpansive and   

 Then
i 
st
tr  


ii 
st
tr is nonexpansive and
iii the transformation 
st
is


contractive
Proof Similar to the proof of Lemma  and hence omitted 
We are now in a position to prove the isometry between 

and 


Theorem  The nonexpansive functions pt 

 

and st 

 

form an isometry between 

and 


Proof It is enough to check that pt  

 

and st  

 

satisfy
st  pt  id


and pt  st  id





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First we verify st  pt  id


 Note that by the respective denitions and
Corollary 
stpt
s
 ft  St j t  qs pt
g  fht  sti j ht  i  qs pt
g
 ft  St j t  
sg  fht  stpti j ht  i  
sg
Suppressing the subscript 

for the moment by the above characterization
of stpt
s we derive
did st  pt
 supf d
s stpt
s j 
  

 s  St g

 supf dht  i ht  stpti j 
  

 s  St  ht  i  
s g




supf d stpt j 
  

 s  St  ht  i  
s g




did st  pt
From this we conclude stpt  id


 Likewise but slightly simpler one derives
d


id


 pt  st



d


id


 pt  st
and consequently pt  st  id


 
Next we prove that both the domain transformations pt and st preserve as
signments and conditionals as well as the operations of sequential composition
choice and parallel composition Since they form an isomorphism it is enough
to prove the result only for pt
Lemma 
 Let f  St  Val v  IVar V  St and 


 


 


Then
i ptf v   f v 
ii ptV  V
iii pt


 


  pt


  pt



iv pt


 


  pt


  pt



v pt


k 


  pt


 k pt



Proof i For every P  St 
 St 

we have
ptf v P
 fs  St j sf sv   Pg 	de
nition f v  in 

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 f v P 	de
nition f v  in 


ii Let P  St
 St 

 Then
ptVP
 fs  St j s  V  s  Pg 	de
nition V in 


 VP 	de
nition V in 


iii First notice the following
s  

 

P
 s  

ft  St j ht  

i  Pg  fht  i j ht    

i  Pg
 qs 

  ft  St j ht  

i  Pg
fht  i j ht    

i  Pg 	Lemma 
 fht  

i j t  qs 

g  fht    

i j ht  i  qs 

g  P 
This means by Lemma  that
qs 

 

 fht  

i j t  qs 

g  fht    

i j ht  i  qs 

g
Hence for 

 pt


 

 pt


 and   pt which is always the case
as pt is an isomorphism we have
qs pt


  pt


 fht  pt


i j t  qs pt


g 
fht  pt  pt


i j ht  pti  qs pt


g
On the other hand we have also
qs pt


 



 ft j t  


 


sg  fht  pti j ht  i  


 


sg 	Corollary 
 fht  pt


i j t  


sgfht  pt  


i j ht  i  


sg 	De
nition 
 fht  pt


i j t  qs pt


g
fht  pt  


i j ht  pti  qs pt


g 	Corollary 
It is now easy to verify that for a xed 


 


dqs pt


  pt


 qs pt


 


 



dpt	  pt


 pt	  



Therefore we can conclude that
dpt	  


 pt	  pt



 supf dpt


 


 pt


  pt


 j 


 

g
 supf dqs pt


 


 qs pt


  pt


 j 


 

 s  St g

 supf


dpt	  


 pt	  pt


 j 


 

g



dpt	  


 pt	  pt



The above implies pt


 


  pt


  pt



iv We have for every P  St 
 St 


pt


 


P
 fs j t  


 


s  t  P 
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ht  i  


 


s  ht  pti  Pg
 fs j t  


s  t  P  ht  i  


s  ht  pti  Pg
fs j t  


s  t  P  ht  i  


s  ht  pti  Pg
 pt


P  pt


P
 pt


  pt


P
v The proof is similar to the proof of point iii and is hence omitted 
The above lemma ensures that the predicate transformer semantics Wp

	
is isomorphic to the forward semantics with the operations given in Deni
tion 

 Partial and total correctness
In the previous section we have shown the correctness of the semanticsWp

	
with respect to a forward semantics establishing a duality between the domain


of metric predicate transformers and the domain 

of state transformers
In this section we answer the question concerning the correctness of the domain


with respect to the three domains of predicate transformers PT
T
St St
PT
P
St St and PT
N
St St introduced in Chapter 
A metric predicate transformer in 

records every intermediate step of the
computations it denotes If we want to calculate the set of those input states
s  St for which each computation denoted by  terminates in a nal state
satisfying a predicate P  St then we have to enhance P to obtain a pred
icate on St 
 St  

 The idea is to dene the enhancement of P  St by
incorporating in P all those pairs hs i  St

such that all computations
denoted by  started at s terminate and satisfy P 
Denition  For P  St dene the enhanced predicates P
tc
for total
correctness as the least subset of St 
 St 

satisfying the equation
X P  fhs i  St 

j s  X g
The enhancement of P for partial correctness is dened as the greatest subset
P
pc
of St 
 St 

satisfying the above equation
In Denition 
 we have given the enhancement of P for total correctness
in terms of its approximants Similarly the enhancement of P  St for partial
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correctness can be dened by
P
pc


n
P
pc
n
where





P
pc

 St
 St 

P
pc
n	
 P  fhs i j s  P
pc
n
g
The next theorem shows that the enhancement for total and partial correctness
of a predicate P is appropriate for the study of partial and total correctness
properties in the domain 


Theorem  Let   

 Then
i P  StP
tc
  PT
T
St St
ii P  StP
pc
  PT
P
St St
Proof i By Corollary 
 it is enough to prove that the predicate trans
former P P
tc
 is Scottcontinuous and preserves nite nonempty intersec
tions
To prove Scottcontinuity let V be a directed set of subsets of St We rst
show that for all n  	


V
tc
n


fP
tc
n
j P  Vg
We proceed by induction on n For n  	 the Equation  is obviously
true Assume it holds for n  k  then

S
V
tc
k	

S
V  fhs i j s  
S
V
tc
k
g

S
V  fhs i j s  
S
fP
tc
k
j P  Vgg 	induction hypothesis

S
V 
S
ffhs i j s  P
tc
k
g j P  Vg 	Lemma   continuous

S
fP
tc
k	
j P  Vg
Hence 
S
V
tc

S
fP
tc
j P  Vg from which it follows that P P
tc
 is Scott
continuous Preservation of binary intersections follows similarly because for
P Q  St it holds that
P Q
tc
n
 P
tc
n
 Q
tc
n

for all n The above can be proved by induction on n
ii Since predicate transformers in 

are toppreserving because they
preserve arbitrary intersections St
pc
 St 
 St  

 Hence St
pc
  St
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Also if V is a non empty set of predicates on St then


V
pc


fP
pc
j P  Vg
follows immediately from the characterization of the enhancement for partial
correctness as the countable intersection of its approximants Since  preserves
arbitrary intersections we obtain that P P
pc
 is a partial correctness pred
icate transformer 
Not only partial and total correctness are encoded in a predicate transformer
in 

 Also their combination is present in the sense of Equation 
Theorem  For every   

and P  St
P
tc
  St
tc
  P
pc

Proof The inclusion from left to right follows because  is monotone P 
St implies P
tc
 St
tc
 and P
tc
 P
pc
 To prove the other direction we rst
show that for all n  	
P
tc
n
 St
tc
n
 P
pc

We proceed by induction on n  	 In case n  	 then both P
tc

and St
tc

are
the empty set Hence  holds Assume now  holds for n  k and let
x  St
tc
k	
 P
pc
 There are two cases If x  St then x  P by denition of
P
pc
 Otherwise x  hs i  St  

 Since hs i  St
tc
k	
 s  St
tc
k
 Also
since hs i  P
pc
 s  P
pc
 Because  preserves intersections and by the
induction hypothesis
s  St
tc
k
  P
pc
  St
tc
k
 P
pc
  P
tc
k

By denition of P
tc
k	
it follows that hs i  P
tc
k	
 Hence  holds for every
n  	 As a consequence
P
tc
 St
tc
 P
pc
from which we can conclude P
tc
  St
tc
 P
pc
  St
tc
  P
pc
 
The enhancement of a predicate for total correctness preserves the semantical
operators corresponding to choice and to sequential composition We cannot
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have a similar result for the parallel composition since it would allow for a
compositional semantics for L

by means of total correctness predicate trans
formers
Lemma  Let 

 

 

and P  St Then
i 

 

P
tc
  

P
tc
  

P
tc

ii 

 

P
tc
  



P
tc

tc

Proof i Immediate from Denition 
ii To begin with we prove by induction on n that


 

P
tc
n	
  



P
tc
n

tc
n	

For n  	 we have


 

P


 

fs j hs 

i  P

g  fhs i j hs   

i  P

g 	De
nition 
 

fs j s  

P
tc

g  fhs i j s    

P
tc

g 	De
nition 
 



P
tc

  fhs i j s  P
tc

g 	P
tc

	    

 	 
 



P
tc

  fhs i j s  

P
tc


tc

g 	

P
tc


tc

	 P
tc

	 
 



P
tc



 	De
nition 
Assume now  holds for n  k and we prove it for n  k 
 


 

P
tc
k	

 

fs j hs 

i  P
tc
k	
g  fhs i j hs   

i  P
tc
k	
g 	De
nition 
 

fs j s  

P
tc
k	
g fhs i j s    

P
tc
k	
g 	De
nition 
 



P
tc
k	
  fhs i j s  

P
tc
k

tc
k	
g 	induction 

monotone
 



P
tc
k	
  fhs i j s  

P
tc
k	

tc
k	
g 	P
tc
k
 P
tc
k	

 



P
tc
k	

tc
k	
 	De
nition 
Since 

 

 and 

 

preserve directed unions of opens and all P
tc
n
s are
opens Lemma 
 we obtain


 

P
tc

 

 


S
n
P
tc
n

 

 


S
n
P
tc
n	
 	P
tc

	 

S
n


 

P
tc
n	


S
n




P
tc
n

tc
n	

 


S
hnmi


P
tc
m

tc
n	

 




S
m
P
tc
m

tc

 



P
tc

tc

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In order to prove the converse we rst prove by induction on n that




P
tc
m

tc
n
  

 

P
tc

for all m  	 The base case is immediate for n  	 and m  	




P
tc
m

tc


 


 

 


 

 

P
tc

Assume now  holds for n  k  Then for every m  	




P
tc
m

tc
k	

 



P
tc
m
  fhs i j s  

P
tc
m

tc
k
g 	de
nition 

P
tc
m

tc
k	

 

fs j hs 

i  P
tc
m	
g  fhs i j s  

P
tc
m

tc
k
g 	de
nition P
tc
m	

 

fs j hs 

i  P
tc
m	
g  fhs i j s    

P
tc
g 	induction
 

fs j hs 

i  P
tc
g  fhs i j s    

P
tc
g 	P
tc
m	
 P
tc

 

fs j hs 

i  P
tc
g  fhs i j hs   

i  P
tc
g 	De
nition 
 

 

P
tc
 	De
nition 
By  we can conclude




P
tc

tc

 


S
n



S
m
P
tc
m

tc
n


S
n
S
m




P
tc
m

tc
n

 

 

P
tc

Hence we obtain 



P
tc

tc
  

 

P
tc
 
Similarly one can prove that for 

 

 

and P  St


 

P
pc
  

P
pc
  

P
pc



 

P
pc
  



P
pc

pc

So far we compared the semantic domain 

of metric predicate transform
ers for concurrency to the semantic domains PT
T
St St PT
P
St St and
PT
N
St St of predicate transformers for total and partial correctness An
other enterprise is to compare the metric semanticsWp

 with the partial or
der semanticsWp

 andWlp

 Since the language L

was introduced at the
beginning of this chapter as an extension of the sequential nondeterministic
language L

of Chapter  we expect that both the Wp

 and the Wlp


semantics can be retrieved from the Wp

 semantics
There are two main aspects to be considered declarations of procedure vari
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ables in L

need not to be guarded as for those in L

 and the semantics
Wp

 is dened as the unique xed point of a contractive function whereas
the semantics Wp

 and Wlp

 are dened respectively as the least and
the greatest xed point of a monotone function
As for the rst aspect dene for every declaration d  Decl

a new declaration
d

 Decl

by
d

x   true  dx 
where x  PVar and true  BExp such that BVtrue  St It is immediate
to see that if hd  S i  L

then hd

 S i  L

 L

 Moreover
Wp

hd  S i  Wp

hd

 S i and Wlp

hd  S i  Wlp

hd

 S i
Therefore below we will consider without loss of generality only programs
hd  S i in L

which are also in L

 The second aspect requires more attention
and it is formally treated in the theorem below
Theorem  Let hd  S i  L

 L

and P  St Then
Wp

hd  S iP  Wp

hd  S iP
tc

Proof The proof consists of two parts In the rst part we prove the inclu
sion from left to right whereas in the second part we prove the converse
i Dene

F  L

 L

  PT
T
St St by

F hd  S iPWp

hd  S iP
tc


In Chapter  we introduced the weakest precondition semantics Wp


as the least xed point of the monotone function
T
dened in Lemma 
Below we prove by structural induction on S  that for hd  S i  L

L

and P  St

T


F hd  S iP

F hd  S iP


from which it follows that
Wp

hd  S iPWp

hd  S iP
tc


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We expand two typical subcases
	x 

F hd  x iP
 Wp

hd  x iP
tc
 	Equation 
 Wp

hd  dx iP
tc
 	De
nition 


F hd  dx iP 	Equation 
 
T


F hd  x iP 	Lemma 
	S

 S



F hd  S

 S

iP
 Wp

hd  S

 S

iP
tc
 	Equation 
 Wp

hd  S

i  Wp

hd  S

iP
tc
 	De
nition 
 Wp

hd  S

iWp

hd  S

iP
tc

tc
 	Lemma 


F hd  S

i

F hd  S

iP 	Equation 
 
T


F hd  S

i
T


F hd  S

iP 	induction
 
T


F hd  S

 S

iP 	Lemma 
ii Next we claim that for hd  S i  L

 L

 P  St and n  	
Wp

hd  S iP
tc
n
 Wp

hd  S iP

From the above claim it follows that
Wp

hd  S iP
tc

 Wp

hd  S i
S
n
P
tc
n
 	De
nition 

S
n
Wp

hd  S iP
tc
n
 	Lemma  Wp

 opencontinuous
 Wp

hd  S iP 	Equation 
The above and Equation 
 imply
Wp

hd  S iP
tc
  Wp

hd  S iP
It remains to prove the claim 
 We prove it by induction on
n  	 If n  	 then P
tc
n
  It is easy to see by induction on wgt

S 
that 
 holds We treat two simple cases as illustration
	x  Wp

hd  x i
 Wp

hd  dx i 	De
nition 
 Wp

hd  dx iP 	induction wgt

dx   wgt

x 
 Wp

hd  x iP 	Lemma 
	S

 S

 Wp

hd  S

 S

i
 Wp

hd  S

i  Wp

hd  S

i 	De
nition 
 Wp

hd  S

i 	De
nition 
 Wp

hd  S

iWp

hd  S

iP
tc

 	Wp

hd S

iP
tc

	 
 Wp

hd  S

iWp

hd  S

iP 	induction on wgt

S 
 Wp

hd  S

 S

iP 	Lemma 
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Assume now 
 holds for n  k and we prove it for n  k 
 
As before we proceed by induction on wgt

S  We expand two typical
subcases
	x  Wp

hd  x iP
tc
k	

 Wp

hd  dx iP
tc
k	
 	De
nition 
 Wp

hd  dx iP 	induction wgt

dx   wgt

x 
 Wp

hd  x iP 	Lemma 
	S

 S

 Wp

hd  S

 S

iP
tc
k	

 Wp

hd  S

i  Wp

hd  S

iP
tc
k	
 	De
nition 
 Wp

hd  S

iWp

hd  S

iP
tc
k

tc
k	
 	Equation 
 Wp

hd  S

iWp

hd  S

iP
tc
k	
 	induction k  k 
 
 Wp

hd  S

iWp

hd  S

iP 	induction on wgt

S 
 Wp

hd  S

 S

iP 	Lemma  
In a similar way one can prove that for hd  S i  L

 L

and P  St
Wlp

hd  S iP  Wp

hd  S iP
pc

Hence both the weakest precondition semantics Wp

 and the weakest lib
eral precondition semantics Wlp

 are encoded in the metric predicate trans
former semantics Wp


We conclude this section with an example of the use of the metric predi
cate transformer semantics Wp

 for calculating a total correctness prop
erty of a concurrent program We treat the accumulator example stemming
from 	

 Consider the program
v  v 
 

k v  v 
 

k    k v  v 
 
n

Under the assumption of atomic execution of the assignments v  v 
 
i

we want to calculate the weakest precondition for P  fs j sv  
n	
g
As discussed we rst have to enhance the predicate P for total correctness
yielding
P
tc
 fs j sv  
n	
g  fhs i j s  P
tc
g
Let for convenience 
i
 Wp

hd  v  v 
 
i
i So we are heading under
the notational conventions given in the examples at the end of Section  for

n
P
tc
 First we establish for 	 
 i

	    	 i
k

 n the equation


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
i

i
k
P
tc
 fs j sv 

k
X
r


i
r
 
n	
g

by induction on k  We leave the base case k   to the reader For the
induction step k 
  we will employ equation 

i

i
k
P
tc


T
k	
r


i
r
fs j hs 
r
i

i
k
i  P
tc
g  fhs i j hs 
r
i

i
k
i  P
tc
g 	

T
k	
r

fs j hssv 
 
i
r
v  
r
i

i
k
i  P
tc
g 	de
nition 
i
r


T
k	
r

fs j ssv 
 
i
r
v   
r
i

i
k
P
tc
g 	de
nition P
tc


T
k	
r

fs j sv 
 
i
r
 
 
P
k	
q
q 
r

i
q
  
n	
g 	induction hypothesis

T
k	
r

fs j sv 
 
i
r
 
 
P
k	
q


i
q
  
n	
g
 fs j sv 
 
i
r
 
 
P
k	
q


i
q
  
n	
g
From the above Equation 
 we immediate derive

n
P
tc

 fs j sv 
 
P
n
i


i
  
n	
g
 fs j sv  
n	
	   
n	
g
 fs j sv  g
Hence only if we start the accumulator in a state where v   can we guarantee
that it terminates in a state where v  
n	

Enhancement and abstraction
Next we use the isomorphism   PT
N
St St  ST
E
St St given in Equa
tion 
 the isomorphism pt  

 

 and the enhancement for partial
and total correctness to relate the metric domain 

of De Bakker and Zucker
with the domain of EgliMilner state transformers given in Chapter 
We begin by dening a divergence predicate on St  

 The idea is that a
state transformer 
  

diverges in a state s  St if it fails to terminate
Termination can be easily expressed in terms of predicate transformers using
a total correctness predicate a state transformer 
  

terminates at input
s  St if and only if s  pt
St
tc
 This fact leads us to the following
denition
Denition 	 Let 
  

and s  St Dene the divergence predicate 
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on St

to be the complement of the convergence predicate  The latter is
dened by
hs 
i  if and only if n  	 hs 
i 
n
where
hs 
i 

if and only if 
s  
hs 
i 
n	
if and only if ht  i  
s  ht  i 
n

The above denition agrees with the intuition about termination in terms of
predicate transformers
Lemma  For s  St and 
  


hs 
i  if and only if s  pt
St
tc

Proof We prove by induction on n  	 that
s  pt
St
tc
n
 if and only if hs 
i 
n


If n  	 Equation 
 holds because
pt
St
tc

  pt
  fs j 
s  g
Assume now 
 holds for n  k  Then
s  pt
St
tc
k	

 s  pt
St  fhs i j s  St
tc
k
g 	De
nition St
tc
k	

 t  
s  t  St  ht  i  
s  t  ptSt
tc
k

	De
nition pt
 ht  i  
s  ht  i 
k
 	induction
Therefore 
 holds and we can immediately conclude that hs 
i  if and
only if s  pt
St
tc
 
The set of outcomes of the terminating computations of 
  

can be ex
pressed in terms of the corresponding predicate transformer pt
 and the


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enhancement for partial correctness or more directly via a attening func
tion
Denition 
 Dene the attening operator j  j  

 ST
E
St St by
j
js 

n
j
j
n
s
where
j
j

s  
j
j
n	
s  ft  St j t  
s or ht

 i  
s  t  j j
n
t

g
for all 
  

and s  S 
We have the following characterization of the attening operator
Lemma  For every 
  


j
j

P  Stpt
P
pc

Proof By denition j
j is a Hoare state transformer in ST
H
St St Since


 PT
P
St St  ST
H
St St is part of an isomorphism preserving the
opposite order it is enough to prove that for all 
  

and n  	
j
j
n




pt

n


where

pt

n
is a shorthand for the predicate transformer P  Stpt
P
pc
n

We prove the above equation by induction on n  	
If n  	 then P
pc

 St
St

 Since pt
 is top preserving ptP
pc

  St
Hence

pt


P  St for all P  St It follows that


P  Stpt
P
pc

s
 



pt


s 	our convention

pt

	 P  StptP
pc



T
fP  St j s 

pt


Pg 	de
nition 	



T
fP j P  Stg 	

pt

P 	 St
 
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 j
j


Assume now 
 holds for n  k  We rst note that
pt
P
pc
k	

 pt
P  fht  i j t  P
pc
k
g 	De
nition P
pc
k	

 fs  St j t  
s  t  P  ht  i  
s  t  ptP
pc
k
g
	De
nition pt
 fs  St j t  
s  t  P  ht  i  
s  t 

pt
k
Pg
	our convention

pt

k
	 P  Stpt
P
pc
k

 fs  St j t  
s  t  P 
ht  i  
s  



pt
k
t  Pg 	Lemma 
 fs  St j t  
s  t  P  ht  i  
s  j j
k
t  Pg
	induction
 fs  St j j
j
k	
 Pg 	de
nition jj
k	

 j
j
k	
P 	de
nition 	
Since  and 

form an isomorphism we can conclude that Equation 

holds also for n  k 
  
We use Lemma  and Lemma  to obtain an EgliMilner state trans
former from 
  

 We proceed as follows
i By the duality Theorem  we have that pt
 is a predicate trans
former in 


ii By the correctness Theorem  P  Stpt
P
tc
 is a total cor
rectness predicate transformer in PT
T
St St and P  Stpt
P
pc

is a partial correctness predicate transformer in PT
P
St St
iii By Theorem  the pair hP  Stpt
P
tc
 P  Stpt
P
pc
i
is a Nelson predicate transformer in PT
N
St St
iv By the duality Theorem 



hP  Stpt
P
tc
 P  Stpt
P
pc
is
 

P  Stpt
P
pc
s  f j s  pt
St
tc
g
is an EgliMilner state transformer in ST
E
St St
v By Lemma  s  pt
St
tc
 if and only if hs 
i 
vi By Lemma  j
js  

P  Stpt
P
pc
s
This yields an abstraction function abs
E
 

 ST
E
St St by putting
abs
E

s  j
j  f j hs 
i g


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for 
  

and s  St Moreover using the function E
H
 ST
E
St St 
ST
H
St St and E
S
 ST
E
St St  ST
S
St St dened in Section  we
obtain two other abstraction functions
abs
H
 E
H
 abs
E
 

 ST
H
St St
abs
S
 E
S
 abs
E
 

 ST
S
St St
Thus the three basic denotational models for sequential nondeterministic lan
guages can be encoded into the forward metric semantics with resumptions
Theorem  Let 
  

and P  St Then
i abs
E

P  hpt
P
tc
 pt
P
pc
i
ii abs
H

P  pt
P
pc

iii abs
S

P  pt
P
tc

Proof The rst item follows immediately by denition of abs
E
and because


is the inverse of  The other two items can be proved simultaneously as
follows
hpt
P
tc
 pt
P
pc
i
 abs
E

P 	by the above item i
 hE
S
abs
E

P E
H
abs
E

Pi 	Equation 
 habs
S

P abs
H

Pi 	De
nition of abs
S
and abs
H
 
An immediate consequence of the above Theorem Lemma  Lemma 
and Lemma  is that all the three abstraction functions abs
H
 abs
S
and
abs
E
preserve both the union function  and the composition function 
	 Temporal properties
We conclude this chapter by showing without going into details how linear
temporal properties of programs can be treated within the metric predicate
transformer semantics Wp

	 Branching temporal properties could be stud
ied in a similar way
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Let St

be the set of all nite and innite sequence of states in St A sequence
of states in St can be thought of as the juxtaposition of the states in which a
computation may result when executing a program A predicate P  St

is
said to be linear time For example if P  St then the predicate
alwaysP fw  St

j u v  St

s  Stw  usv  s  Pg
is linear time Informally a program S satises the linear predicate alwaysP
if the predicate P holds in any state of any computation of S 
For every linear time predicate P  St

 dene the truncated predicate
truncP and the rst state predicate rstP respectively by
truncP fw  St

j s  St sw  Pg
rstP fs  St j w  St

 sw  Pg
Informally if a linear predicate P holds for a computation then truncP holds
for the rest of the computation after its rst atomic step and rstP holds
for the rst state of the computation The truncated predicate and the rst
state predicate are used for dening the linear enhancement of P  St

as
the least subset P
lin
 St 
 St 

such that
P
lin
rstP  fhs i j s  rstP  s  truncP
lin
g

Hence P
lin
consists of all strings of length one of P and of all those pairs hs i
for which s is appropriate in the sense that it satises the rst state of the
predicate P and it will lead to truncP
lin
following  By taking the greatest
solution of the above equation we obtain both a weakest and a weakest liberal
linear semantics in the style of Lukkien 	


For example consider the program hd  v

   v

 i in L

 and let 


Wp

hd  v

i and 

Wp

hd  v

i We want to calculate the seman
tics of the above program for the linear enhancement P
lin
of the linear time
predicate
P  fs

s

 St

j s

v

  s

v

    s

v

  g
Intuitively P says that after the rst atomic step the value of v

is  and
immediately after the value of v

is  while the value of v

remains the same


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We have
Wp

hd  v

   v

 iP
lin

 

 

P
lin

 

fs j hs 

i  P
lin
g  fhs i j hs   

i  P
lin
g
 fs j hsv

 

i  P
lin
g
 fs j sv

  rstP  sv

  

truncP
lin
g
 fs j sv

v

    sv

v

  truncP
lin
g
 fs j sv

v

    sv

v

v

    sv

v

v

  g
 St
which is indeed the result to be expected From the above it follows that if we
take P to be the linear time predicate
fs

w  St

j s

v

    w  St

g
then Wp

hd  v

   v

 iP
lin
  
Returning to the predicate alwaysP for P  St it is immediate to see that
truncalwaysP  alwaysP and rstalwaysP  P  Hence the linear
extension of alwaysP according to the Equation 
 is the least subset
P
alw
of St 
 St 

such that
P
alw
 P  fhs i j s  P  s  P
alw
g

As for P
tc
 we can give a characterization of P
alw
in terms of its approximants
Dene for n  	 P
alw
n
inductively by
P
alw

  and
P
alw
n	
 P  fhs i j s  P  s  P
alw
n
g
Using a proof similar to that of Lemma 
 we can show that for all n  	
P
alw
n
is open in the metric topology of St
St




 From this fact it follows
immediately that
P
alw


n
P
alw
n

Informally this means that P
alw
 holds exactly for those input states s such
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that all computations of the program denoted by  started in s terminate and
every state that is reached satises the predicate P  By taking the greatest
solution of the Equation 
 we obtain a more liberal version in which
termination is not required
 Concluding notes
The language we considered in this chapter assumes a global shared state
for all parallel components and it does not have a synchronization operator
Hence the domain of sequences of pairs of 	
 could have been used in order
to obtain a fully abstract model We opted for a branching domain because it
gives a ner equivalence on processes and supports both linear and branching
time properties In fact the domain 

is internally fully abstract with respect
to bisimulation 	 that is two predicate transformers    

are equal if
and only if the computations they denote are bisimilar
Synchronization by shared variables can be implemented in our language us
ing for example semaphores 	 This requires a simple form of atomization
for sequential and nondeterministic statements 	
In the last section we focused on two classes of properties of programs namely
classes of properties based on partial and total correctness In the area of
parallel programming many other properties are of importance as well The
metric predicate transformer domain 

supports reasoning about both linear
and branching time predicates We briey studied the linear time predicate
always P  during an execution the predicate P always holds It would be
interesting to investigate other more specic linear predicates like eventually
P  during an execution the predicate P will holds or P leadsto Q  during
an execution if P holds then at some point later Q will hold
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